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Abstract. A class of regular semigroups closed under taking direct products,
regular subsemigroups, and homomorphic images is an existence-variety (or evariety) of regular semigroups. Each e-variety of locally inverse semigroups can
be characterized by a set of bi-identities. These are identities of terms of type
(2, 2) in two sorts of variables X and X'. In this paper we obtain a basis
of bi-identities for the e-variety of locally inverse semigroups and for certain
sub-e-varieties.

1. Introduction
In order to study regular semigroups from a "universal" perspective, Hall
[6, 7, 8] introduced the notion of existence variety (or e-variety) of regular
semigroups: this is a class of regular semigroups closed under taking direct
products, regular subsemigroups, and homomorphic images. He showed that the
collection of all ^-varieties of regular semigroups forms a complete lattice under
inclusion (containing the lattices of inverse, respectively completely regular,
semigroup varieties as ideal sublattices).
Independently, Kadourek and Szendrei [10] introduced the concept of evariety for the class of orthodox semigroups, using the term "bivariety". In
addition they showed that e-varieties of orthodox semigroups are determined
by sets of bi-identities. In this context a bi-identity is a semigroup identity in two
sorts of variables x and x'. A bi-identity u = v is said to hold in an orthodox
semigroup S if each substitution of the variables in u and v by elements of S
in such a way that x and x' are substituted by mutually inverse elements of S
yields the same element of S on both sides. Kadourek and Szendrei have shown
that the ¿-varieties of orthodox semigroups are precisely the classes consisting
of all orthodox semigroups which satisfy a set of bi-identities. In this theory,
the bifree object on a set X seems to be as fundamental as the free object is
for usual varieties of universal algebras. The definition, given by Kadourek and
Szendrei for orthodox semigroups, can be formulated for arbitrary classes of
regular semigroups.
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Definition 1. Let X be a non-empty set and X' = {x' | x £ X} be a disjoint
copy of I, x h-» x' being a bijection. Let S be a regular semigroup. A
mapping 0:lUl'-»5
is matched if x'0 is an inverse of xö in S for each
x £ X. Now let 'V be a class of regular semigroups, and X and X' be as
above. A semigroup F £ "V together with a matched mapping ¡:IUI'-»F
is a bifree object on I in 7 if for any Se7
and any matched mapping
0 : X U X' -> S there is a unique homomorphism 0 : F —>S1 extending 0, that

is, satisfying i0 = 0.
Kadourek and Szendrei have shown that in each e-variety W of orthodox
semigroups, the bifree object EF'V(X) on any nonempty set X exists and is
up to isomorphism uniquely determined by the cardinality of X. These bifree
objects behave in a way similar to the usual free objects in varieties of universal
algebras. For instance, there is an order-inverting bijection between the lattice
of all fully invariant congruences on the bifree orthodox semigroup BFcf(X)
on a countably infinite set X and the lattice of all e-varieties of orthodox
semigroups. Also, each semigroup S £<V is a homomorphic image of some
bifree object in 'V. The bifree orthodox semigroup EFtf(X) on X coincides
with the free orthodox ^-semigroup described by Szendrei [24].
For the nonorthodox case, Y. T. Yeh [26] has shown that all bifree objects
exist in an e-variety "V if and only if all members of 7/" are either ¿'-solid or
locally inverse. In the latter case, the methods of [26] suggest that we introduce
another binary operation A on a locally inverse semigroup S and that we treat
5 as an algebra of type (2,2). This allows us to define the notion of biidentity for locally inverse semigroups (in analogy to the orthodox case [10]).
In this context bi-identities are identities of terms of type (2, 2) in the variables
XuX'. Further, the bifree object BF'V(X) in the e-variety T on the set X

is isomorphic to F(2<2)(X\JX')/p(y)

where F(2<2)(X\J X') is the absolutely

free algebra of type (2, 2) generated by the set X and the set of formal inverses

X', and pC^) is the congruence consisting of all pairs (u, v) for which the
bi-identity u = v holds in y. The word problem for the bifree locally inverse
semigroup BF 5Sß(X) on X has been solved in [1]. That is, we have obtained
an algorithm for deciding whether or not a bi-identity u = v holds in the class
3if of all locally inverse semigroups.
The purpose of the present paper is to obtain bases of bi-identities for the
e-variety 3L? and for certain sub-e-varieties. We thus answer a question of
M. Volkov raised at the Conference on Semigroups in Luino, Italy, June 1992,
where the author presented the results of [1]. This is the content of sections 3
and 4. In section 2 we present some preliminary information.

2. Preliminaries
For undefined notions the reader is referred to the books of Grätzer [4],
Howie [9], and Petrich [22]. We shall summarize some important facts about
locally inverse semigroups.
For any semigroup 5 let E(S) denote the set of idempotents of S ; for
x £ S let V(x) = {y £ S \ xyx = x, yxy = y) be the set of inverses of x
in S. Given two idempotents e, f £ E(S) then S(e, f) = fV(ef)e
is the
sandwich set of the pair (e, f). If S is regular, then for any e, f £ E(S), the
sandwich set S(e, f) is not empty and consists of (some) idempotent inverses
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of ef. A regular semigroup S is locally inverse if each local submonoid eSe
of S, e £ E(S), is an inverse semigroup. These semigroups have been studied
by several authors, see for instance Nambooripad [15-19] and Pastijn [20, 21].
It has been shown by Nambooripad [15, Theorem 7.6] that a regular semigroup
S is locally inverse if and only if each sandwich set S(e, f), e, f £ E(S),
consists of precisely- one element. In any regular semigroup S, the sandwich
set S(a'a, bb') is independent of the choice of the inverses a' £ V(a) and

b' £ V(b) (see [25, 2.1.1]). This fact has been used by Yeh [26] to introduce
another binary operation on any locally inverse semigroup.
Definition 2. Let S be a locally inverse semigroup, x,y £ S and jc' e V(x),
y' £ V(y). Then xAy denotes the uniquely determined element in S(y'y, xx').
The binary operation (x,y)^> x Ay will be called the sandwich operation.
The following important lemma has been proved by Yeh [26, Lemma 3.2.1]:

Lemma 2.1. Any semigroup homomorphism between two locally inverse semigroups respects the sandwich operation A.

Let X be an infinite set and X' — {x' \ x £ X} be a disjoint copy of X,
x i->x' being a bijection. Let (F^i,i)(X U X'), •, A) denote the absolutely free
algebra of type (2, 2) generated by the set XuX'. In the following we consider
locally inverse semigroups S as algebras of type (2,2).
Definition 3. Let S be a locally inverse semigroup and <f>
: F(2^(X öX') -> S
be a homomorphism. Then <j>is matched if <j>\
X u X' is a matched mapping.
The notion of bi-identity for the case of locally inverse semigroups has been
introduced in [1]. Notice that the binary operation * in [1] is the dual of the
binary operation A here.
Definition 4. Let S be a locally inverse semigroup and w ,v £ F(2>2)(XuX').

Then the pair w = v is a bi-identity. The bi-identity w — v holds in S if
W(f>= V(t>for each matched homomorphism cf>: F^2y2)(Xu X') -> S. The biidentity w = v holds in the class y of locally inverse semigroups if it holds
in every member of y .

Remark. We always will consider bi-identities as pairs of elements of
F(2,2)(X\JX'), independently of whether they are expressed in the form w = v
or (w, v). Therefore it is reasonable to speak about the equivalence relation,
congruence relation, etc., which is generated by a given set of bi-identities B.
In particular, each congruence on F(2¡2)(XUX') is a specific set of bi-identities.
Recall that the class £Zf of all locally inverse semigroups is an ¿-variety

(see Nambooripad [16, Theorem 3.2]).
In [1] we have pointed out the following.
( 1) A class y of locally inverse semigroups is an ¿-variety if and only if
there is a set p of bi-identities such that y consists precisely of all locally
inverse semigroups S which satisfy each bi-identity from p : y = y(p).
(2) For each ¿-variety y of locally inverse semigroups the bifree object
on X in y is given by F{2,2)(X\J X')/p(y)
where p(y) is the congruence
consisting of all bi-identities which hold in y .
In [1] it was convenient to define bi-identities to be pairs (w, v) of elements
of the absolutely free algebra F(2t2)(X u X') on the set X U X' in two binary
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operations • and A. For the present purpose it is more convenient to assume
that the multiplication • in F(2t2)(X U X') satisfies the associative law (and
will be expressed simply by concatenation). Of course, all mentioned results
stay true if we assume that the multiplication • is associative. Therefore, from
now on, let F = F(_2>2)(X
U X') be the free algebra on X u X' in two binary
operations • and A, the former one being associative. Shortly we shall call an
algebra (S, •, A) of type (2, 2) suchthat • is associative a "binary semigroup".
As for the free unary semigroup (see for instance Clifford [3]), the free binary
semigroup F on the set X u X' can be described as follows.
Theorem 2.2. Let (, A, ) be three distinct symbols (called l-par, wedge, and rpar) which are not contained in X U X'. Let S be the free semigroup on the

alphabet Xl)X'ö{(,
(1) XUX'CG,

A,)} . Let GçS

be the smallest subset of S such that:

(2) U,V£G=>UV£G,(UAV)£G.

Then G is a subsemigroup of S, equipped with an additional binary operation
A : [u,v] h-> (u Av). Furthermore, the algebra (G, •, A) is a free binary
semigroup on the set X U X'.
Throughout we shall use [ , ] whenever it seems to be important to distinguish clearly between brackets and /-, respectively, /--pars ( , ). Theorem 2.2
can be proved similarly to the well-known description of the free unary semigroup [3]; the proof is therefore omitted. Also, one can prove that each element
of G admits a unique factorization into indecomposable elements. The latter
are precisely the letters of lui'
and the elements of the form w = (v A u)
where v, u £ G. For instance, x, (x Ay), and (xy A (x Ay)) are indecomposable whereas xy decomposes into x and y : Throughout the paper we shall

identify F with the semigroup G of Theorem 2.2.
3. A SYSTEM OF BI-IDENTITIES

FOR LOCALLY INVERSE SEMIGROUPS

For a countably infinite set X let F — F(2t2)(X u X') be the free binary
semigroup on X U X' as it is presented in Theorem 2.2. Let p(3L?) be the
set of all bi-identities which hold in -St/". In order to define the notion of
basis of bi-identities for S£7 we first give a (modified) definition of the notion
of bi-invariant congruence on F. (Congruences on F are assumed to respect
both binary operations • and A.) For terms w, p, q £ F denote by w(x -*
p, x' -> q) the term which is obtained by substituting each x in w by p and

each x' by q.
Definition 5. A congruence p on F is bi-invariant if:
( 1) x p xx'x, x' p x'xx' for all x £ X,
(2) u p v, p p pqp, and q p qpq imply u(x -* p, x' -> q) p v(x -*

p,x' -+q).
Notice that in [1] and in [10] the definition of a bi-invariant congruence
is different from the definition given here. First, in [1] (resp. [10]), for a
congruence p to be bi-invariant it is in addition required that p(3Lf) ç p
(resp. p(cf ) ç p in [10]). But also for congruences p which contain p^SSJ),
the definition here is prima facie different. By the definition in [1] respectively
[10], substitution of x and x' is only allowed if the terms p and q to be
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substituted for x, respectively x', are representatives of mutual inverses in
Fj'p(5£f)
rather than F/p. Further, "simultaneous" substitution is allowed
in [1] respectively [10]. However, by Result 1.1 in [10] (see [5]) it follows that
if pp and qp are mutual inverses in F/p for some p containing p(£Zf),
then there are px £ pp and qx £ qp such that pxp(3if) and qxp(¿kf) are
mutual inverses in F/p(S&f). On the other hand, for bi-invariant congruences
p defined as above "simultaneous" substitution (in the sense of [ 1] respectively
[10]) is allowed if X is infinite. In fact, for congruences p which contain
p(3Lf) the definitions of being bi-invariant in [1] and here are equivalent.
In particular, the bi-invariant congruences containing p(3L?) are in a bijective
correspondence to the ¿-varieties of locally inverse semigroups (see [1, Theorem
6.6]). Now the definition of a basis of bi-identities for a class y of locally
inverse semigroups is the following.

Definition 6. Any set B ç F x F of bi-identities which generates p(y)
bi-invariant congruence is a basis for the bi-identities of y.

as a

Let B be a set of bi-identities. The bi-invariant congruence B generated by
B can be constructed as follows. For any set B of bi-identities let B' consist

of the following:
(A) all trivial bi-identities w = w and all bi-identities x = xx'x, x' =
x'xx' are in B' ;
(B) if u = v is in B, then u = v ,v = u are in B' ;
(C) if u = v, v = w are in B, then u = w is in B' ;
(D) if u = v is in B, then for each w e F the bi-identities wu =
wv, uw = vw , (w A u) = (w A v), (u A w) - (v A w) are all in B' ;
(E) if u = v, p = pqp, q = qpq are in B, then the bi-identity
u(x -> p, x' -> q) = v(x -> p, x' -» q) is in B'.
Put B0 = B, BX=B', and Bn = B'n_x for each n e N. Then B = \J™=X
B„ is
the set of bi-identities which can be "obtained" from the set B . Likewise, B
is the bi-invariant congruence generated by B.

Lemma
( 1)
(2)
(3)

3.1. The congruence p(S£?) is the least congruence p on F suchthat:
(F/p, •) is a locally inverse semigroup,
xp and x'p are mutual inverses for all x £ X,
the sandwich operation in F/p is given by (up, vp) >-*(u A v)p.

Proof. The congruence p(J£f) satisfies the conditions (l)-(3). Conversely, let
p be a congruence satisfying (l)-(3). The mapping X U X' -» F/p, x h->
xp, x' i-» x'p is matched. Hence there is a unique homomorphism <f>:

BFSZf(X) = F/p(SZy) -» F/p satisfyingxp(SgJ)<p= xp and x'p{JStf)4>=
x'p. Clearly we have \uv\p(^f)^
= (up(5df)<p)(vp(2'Jr)<p).
Let A denote
the sandwich operation in F/p as well as in F/p(2Lf).
Then

(u Av)p(3if)(t> = (up(S£f) A vp(S£J))d) = up(^Jr)<f> Avp(^y)<t>
for all u,v £ F. Since [uv]p = (up)(vp) and (uAv)p = upAvp for all u,v£
F, it follows by induction on the length of the term u that up(3Lf)4> = up
for all u £ F. In particular, p(SZf) ç p. D
Remark. (3) cannot be omitted: let p be the congruence generated by all pairs
(x, x'), x £ X, and all pairs (uv, vu), (u, uu),\p, v £ F. Then F/p is a
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semilattice such that x p x'. Furthermore, (up, vp) h(ma v)p is a welldefined binary operation on F/p since p respects A . However, this operation
does not coincide with the sandwich operation on F/p since [xy]p ^ (x Ay)p
(for arbitrary x, y £ X l) X') whereas the multiplication and the sandwich
operation on any semilattice coincide. Hence p satisfies (1) and (2), but it
does not satisfy (3).
We are ready to formulate the main result.

Theorem 3.2. The bi-identities (l)-(4) form a basis for p(S£f) :
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

(xAy) —xx'(xAy)y'y,
(xAy) = (xAy)(xAy),
yx = y(x Ay)x,
(zxz' A zxz')(zyz' A zyz') = (zyz' A zyz')(zxz'

A zxz').

Proof. The bi-identities (l)-(3) express well-known facts about elements in the
sandwich set S(y'y, xx') (in any regular semigroup; see, e.g., Nambooripad
[15]) and therefore hold in S(Lf. Moreover, the element zxz' A zxz' stands
for an arbitrary idempotent in the local submonoid zz'Szz' = zSz', and any
two such idempotents commute in any locally inverse semigroup. Whence (4)

holds in SZJ.
Let p denote the bi-invariant congruence generated by all bi-identities ( 1)(4). We have thus shown that p ç p(3L?). In order to prove the reverse
inclusion we first show that the bi-identities (l)-(3) imply the following ones:
(a) (xAy) = (xAy)y'yxx'(xAy),
(b) y'yxx' = y'yxx'(x A y)y'yxx',
(c) yx —yxx'(x A y)y'yx,
(d) x'(x A y)y' = x'(x A y)y'yxx'(x A y)y'.
Using xx' = xx'xx' and y'y —y'yy'y , by (1) we obtain the two bi-identities
(x Ay) = xx'(x

Ay) = (x A y)y'y . By (2) we get (x A y) = (x A y)(x A v) =

(x Ay)y'yxx'(x Ay), that is, (a). By (1) and (3) we get yx = yxx'(x Ay)y'yx ,

that is, (c). Multiplying (c) by y' on the left and x' on the right yields (b).
Finally, multiplying (a) by x' on the left and y' on the right yields (d). Let
u,v,ü,v
£ F, and suppose that up and up as well as vp and vp are
mutually inverse elements in F/p. Then the bi-identities (a)-(d) imply that
[uv]p and (uAv)p have inverse elements in F/p. Since xp and x'p are
mutual inverses in F/p and since F/p is generated by the set {xp, x'p \ x £
X} under the application of the operations • and A , we infer that each element
of F/p admits an inverse. That is, F/p is a regular semigroup. Next, let
w, v , w , v £ F be such that wp (resp. vp ) and wp (resp. vp ) are mutually
inverse elements. By (a) and (b) we have wp A vp e V((v p)(v p)(w p)(w p)) ;
thus by (1), wpAvp£ (wp)(wp)V((vp)(vp)(wp)(wp))(vp)(vp).
In particular
we get that

(*)

wp Avp £ S((vp)(vp),

(wp)(wp)).

Finally let w £ F be such that w p ww (that is, the bi-identity w = ww
can be obtained from the system ( l)-(4)). We obtain the bi-identity w = www .
Hence in bi-identity ( 1) we may substitute w for x, y, x', y' and obtain (w A
w) = ww(w A w)ww — w(w A w)w = (by (3)) = ww = w . Therefore, the
system (l)-(4) implies the implication w = ww =4-w = (w A w) (for arbitrary
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w £ F). We proceed to show that S = F/p is locally inverse. Each local
submonoid of 5 is of the form (wp)(wp)S(wp)(wp)
= (wp)S(wp) for any
w, w £ F such that wp and wp are mutually inverse elements in S. Each
monoid (wp)S(wp) is clearly regular. Let (wp)(vp)(wp) and (wp)(up)(wp)
be idempotents of (wp)S(wp). From the implication p=pp=$p
= (pAp)
mentioned above we get [wvw]p — (wvw A wvw)p and likewise, [wuw]p (wuw A wuw)p. Applying the bi-identity (4) we infer that the idempotents
(wp)(vp)(wp) and (wp)(up)(wp) commute so that S is locally inverse. From
(*) we see that [up ,vp]^upAvp
is just the sandwich operation in F/p. By

Lemma 3.1, p(2lf) Q p so that p = p(2Lf).

D

Remark. Within the system (l)-(4) of Theorem 3.2, the bi-identities (1), (2)
may be replaced by the single bi-identity
(x Ay) - xx'(x Ay)(x Ay)y'y.

In the following we shall prove that the system of bi-identities (l)-(4) of
Theorem 3.2 is independent. These bi-identities will be shortly referred to
as the bi-identities (l)-(3), (1), (4), etc. Notice that in order to prove that biidentity (j) is independent of the other ones it is sufficient to construct a binary
semigroup S generated by pairs of mutually inverse elements jc , x' which does
not satisfy bi-identity (j) but does satisfy the other ones.

Lemma 3.3. The bi-identity (1) is independent of (2)-(4).
Proof. Let B be the system of bi-identities (2)-(4). Each bi-identity u = v £ B
has the following property: the first respectively the last symbols in u and v
are the same (either the same letter from Xl)X' or an /-par respectively an rpar). Application of the rules (A)-(E) now again only yields bi-identities having
this property. Consequently, ( 1) is not in B . D

Lemma3.4. The bi-identity(2) is independentof (I), (3)-(4).
Proof. Let B2 = (x, x' \ x = xx'x, x' = x'xx', xx = 0 = x'x') be the 5element combinatorial Brandt semigroup. Define a binary operation * by
x * x - x, x' * x' = x', and a* b = a Ab for all (a, b) £ {(x, x), (x', x')}
where A denotes the sandwich operation. Then the binary semigroup (B2, •, *)
satisfies the bi-identities (1), (3)-(4), but it does not satisfy bi-identity (2). □

Lemma 3.5. The bi-identity (3) is independent of (l)-(2), (4).
Proof. Let B be the set of bi-identities given by (l)-(2), (4). All these biidentities u = v have the following property: A is contained either in both
of the terms u, v or in none of them. Application of the rules (A)-(D) again
yields such bi-identities. Furthermore, an existing wedge A cannot be removed
in a term by applying rule (E). Let us assume that the bi-identity u - v £ B
does not contain a wedge (on any side) but the bi-identity

u(x -» p, x' -» q) = v(x -►p, x' -» q)

does contain a wedge on the right-hand side. Suppose this wedge comes from
q which has been substituted for x'. Suppose that u(x —>p, x' -> q) does not
contain a wedge. Then u does not contain the letter x'. Now each bi-identity
which holds in 317 has the following property: if one side contains a letter x
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(respectively x' ), then the other side contains either x or x' (or both letters).
The reason for this is that a bi-identity which does_not have this property does
not hold in the ¿-variety of all semilattices. Since B ç p(3lf),
u = v has this
property, too. Hence x occurs in u. Then p cannot contain a wedge since
otherwise u(x —*p, x' -* q) contains a wedge. But then, in the bi-identity
P = PQP the wedge occurs on the right-hand side whereas it does not occur on
the left-hand side. In other words, if a bi-identity having a wedge on one side
only is in Bn , then there must be such a bi-identity in B„_x . Since in our case
B0 does not contain such bi-identities, the same is true for B . D

Lemma 3.6. The bi-identity (4) is independent of (l)-(3).
Proof. Let S =< x, x', y, y' \ y - 1 = y', x2 = x, (x1)2 = x', x = xx'x,
x'xx' = x' > be the 2x2 rectangular band with an identity adjoined. Define a
binary operation * on S by a* b - ab . Then the binary semigroup (S, •, *)
satisfies the bi-identities (l)-(3) but does not satisfy (4). D

Finally we summarize the preceding lemmas.
Theorem 3.7. The system of bi-identities (l)-(4) ¿$ independent.
4. SUB-¿-VARIETIES

Given the bi-identities (l)-(4), certain sub-¿-varieties of 3if can be described in a convenient fashion. Some of the following ¿-varieties will be
characterized by the behaviour of the idempotents. Let S be a locally inverse semigroup and E = E(S) be the set of idempotents of S. Restriction
of the sandwich operation A to E yields a binary algebra (E, A), a so-called
pseudosemilattice. Such algebras have been studied, for instance, by Meakin,
Nambooripad, Pastijn, and Schein (see [11-21, 23]). In the following, the
phrase "The ¿-variety y is defined by the bi-identitiy u = v " actually means
that y is defined by u = v , together with the bi-identities (l)-(4) of Theorem 3.2. Furthermore, terms sometimes will not be expressed in their canonical
forms according to the description of F by Theorem 2.2. In fact, we shall omit
parantheses provided there is no danger of confusion.
Recall that an ¿'-solid (regular) semigroup is a regular semigroup whose
idempotent-generated subsemigroup (E(S)) is completely regular.
Theorem 4.1. The e-variety &912L? of all E-solid locally inverse semigroups is
defined by (xx' Ayy') A zz' = xx' A (yy' A zz').
Proof. The bi-identity in the statement of the theorem forces the sandwich operation to be associative when restricted to the pseudosemilattice E(S). Let S
be an ¿-solid locally inverse semigroup. The idempotent-generated subsemigroup (E(S)) of S is completely regular and thus is a normal band of groups
(since each local submonoid of (E(S)) is a semilattice of groups). Clearly,
E(S) = E((E(S))). The pseudosemilattice of idempotents of a normal band of
groups T can easily be seen to be isomorphic to the normal band T/%?. This
follows from the fact that in a normal band of groups the sandwich element
x Ay coincides with the unique idempotent which is ^"-related to xy. In particular (E(S), A) satisfies the associative law. Conversely, let S be a locally
inverse semigroup which is not ¿-solid. Let y be the ¿-variety generated by
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S. By Hall [7], y contains the ¿-variety of all combinatorial strict regular
semigroups ^9^ and in particular the 5-element nonorthodox 0-simple semigroup C2. The pseudosemilattice ¿(C2) does not satisfy the associative law
(which can be seen directly or from [2, Corollary 4.4]). D
¿-solid locally inverse semigroups are thus characterized as the locally inverse semigroups having associative pseudosemilattices of idempotents. The
condition that the sandwich operation is associative on the entire semigroup is
much more restrictive.
Theorem 4.2. The e-variety ¿VSe'S of all normal bands of groups is defined by
x A (y A z) = (x A y) A z.
Proof. As mentioned in the proof of the preceding theorem, in any normal band
of groups, x Ay = (xy)°, the ^-related idempotent of xy. From this, associativity of A in JIW& follows immediately. The least locally inverse ¿-variety
which is not contained in JVSê'ï? is the ¿-variety generated by B2, the fiveelement combinatorial Brandt semigroup. We have to show that associativity
of A fails in B2 = (a, a' \ aa = 0 - a'a', a = aa'a, a' = a'aa'). Notice that
in any inverse semigroup the sandwich operation can be expressed as x A y =
xx~xy~xy. Substituting x-+a,y—>a,z->a'
we get a A (a A a') = aa' # 0
whereas (a A a) A a' = 0. G
In this way, many other ¿-varieties of locally inverse semigroups admit an
equational description. For instance, the ¿-variety of all completely simple
semigroups fêS? is the greatest ¿-variety which does not contain the ¿-variety
of all semilattices 3. Therefore, each (bi)identity which holds in KS" but not
in S? forms a basis for ^3. Each (bi)identity which holds in %S^ and does
not have the same set of variables on both sides therefore can serve as a basis
for féS?. One such identity is xAy = (xAz)Ay. Next consider the class 331
of all strict regular semigroups, that is, all subdirect products of completely ( 0)simple semigroups. It is well known (see Hall [6]) that a semigroup 5 belongs
to this class if and only if each local submonoid eSe is Clifford, that is, has
central idempotents. A typical element in the typical local submonoid zSz'
can be written as zyz' whereas a typical idempotent in zSz' can be expressed
as zxz' A zxz'. Whence a basis for S%% is
(zxz' A zxz')zyz'

= zyz'(zxz'

A zxz').

As another example we mention the class &JF of all generalized inverse semigroups (see Hall [7]). This is just the class of all locally inverse semigroups
5 whose idempotents form a subsemigroup, whence one possibility of a defining bi-identity for *§J7 is (xx'yy')2 —xx'yy'. Finally consider the ¿-variety
J2- of all inverse semigroups. Since inverse semigroups are precisely regular
semigroups with commuting idempotents, a basis of the bi-identities of J*" is
xx'yy' - yy'xx'. On the other hand, inverse semigroups are also precisely the
locally inverse semigroups whose pseudosemilattice of idempotents is actually a
semilattice. From Schein [23] we know that a pseudosemilattice is a semilattice
if and only if it is commutative. Whence the bi-identity xx' A yy' = yy' A xx'
is another possibility of a basis for p(J?). The details are easy and therefore
are left to the reader.
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